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Quantitative Genetic Variation

Variation in Quantitative Characters
many traits do not exhibit discrete variation
many (most?) characters affecting fitness are polygenic
-- number, identity of genes unknown
continuous traits

meristic traits

polygenic traits: influenced by genetic variation at many loci
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environmental variation

phenotypic variation

one locus with 2 codominant alleles:

W P R

W

P

3 genotypes; 3 phenotypes

pure
white

R

pure
red

5 loci w/ 2 additive alleles: each “+” allele adds red; each “-” adds nothing
environmental
variation

-/- -/-/- -/-/-

+/+ +/+
+/+ +/+
+/+

pure
white

pure
red

Goals of quantitative genetics:
- what proportion of phenotypic variation is due
to genetic variation?
- how many genes contribute to the phenotype?
where are they located in the genome?
- how do genetic variation and environmental
variation interact to produce the phenotype?
- how will the population distribution of phenotypes
change under selection?
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polygenic traits obey the rules of mendelian inheritance
- homozygous individuals produce one type of gamete
- heterozygous individuals produce >1 type of gamete

but, because most individuals
are heterozygous,
crosses are uninformative

focus on what can be
measured -- phenotype

describing quantitative (continuous) variation:

X

X

X = mean = arithmetic average

F2 = variance = how tightly individuals are distributed
around the mean
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the Phenotype is a product of the
Genotype and the Environment

P =

G

+

E

VP = VG + VE

X
stem height

Partitioning phenotypic variance:
VP = VG + VE
analysis of polygenic traits:
- phenotypic comparison of close relatives
that share a known proportion of their genes
- parents and offspring*
- full or half siblings
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Partitioning phenotypic variance:
VP = VG + VE
heritability (h2) = proportion of phenotypic variance that
is a result of underlying genetic variance
h2 = VG/VP
genetic variance components:
VA - additive genetic variance*
VD - dominance variance
VI - epistatic variance
VM - maternal variance

additive genetic variance (VA)
consequence of the average effect of substituting one allele
at a locus for another
additive effects of alleles and loci
component of phenotypic variance that can be inherited by
an individual’s offspring

narrow-sense heritability (h2N)
proportion of phenotypic variance due to underlying additive
genetic variance

h2N = VA/VP
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additive variance is related to codominant alleles
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additive variance is related to codominant alleles
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Number of “+” alleles
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in terms of simples crosses
A1A2
¼ A1A1

x

additive effects
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compare average parental phenotype vs. average offspring
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in terms of simples crosses
A1A2
¼ A1A1

x

dominance effects
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estimating heritability and VA by a breeding study
- rear a population of individuals in the laboratory
- allow population to undergo random mating
- rear offspring under the same environmental conditions
as the parent generation
1. reduce/eliminate environmental variation (VE and VGxE)
2. statistically characterize phenotypic distribution
in terms of mean and variance
3. compare the phenotypic distribution of close relatives
(e.g., parents and offspring)
how well can resemblance be predicted?

offspring mean

measuring h2: parent-offspring regression

each point = one family
MPV = parental mean
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offspring mean

measuring h2: parent-offspring regression

slope of line = b,
regression coefficient
= narrow-sense
heritability, h2

each point = one family
MPV = parental mean
*significance of h2
determined by significance
of regression

heritability of plumage pattern
in barn owls

h 2=0.81 + 0.09,
F=85.08, df=1, 56, P <0.001

h 2=0.65 + 0.05,
F=151.06, df=1, 154, p <0.001
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heritability is a property of a population
(genotype x environment interactions)
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variation in most traits is a consequence of the effect of many
genes, as well as the environment
phenotypic variance in a trait can be partitioned into several
genetic variance components
additive genetic variance (VA) represents the heritable component
of the phenotype, it is also the component on which natural
selection will act
heritability can be estimated from breeding studies or mass
selection experiments
heritability is a property of a population
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